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I. Introduction

The control of the attitude of an under-actuated satellite is known to be one of the most
challenging problems for the nonlinear stabilization community. This is due to the high
nonlinearities in the system's equations and the lack of controls (2 controls for 6 states).
A more fundamental reason is the result of Byrnes and Isidori (1991) establishing that an
under-actuated satellite does not meet the Brockett's necessary conditions (Brockett et al.,
1983) for a nonlinear system to admit a regular state feedback.

The controllability conditions under different failure configurations have been studied
by Crouch ( 1984) where a locally stabilizing discontinuous feedback law was proposed.
In Krishnan et al. (1995), a simplified alternative stabilizing algorithm based on successive
maneuvers has been constructed.

More recently, it has been proved (Kerai, 1995) that the system with two controls satisfies
a sufficient condition for small-time local controllability and using the fact that such systems
are stabilizable by a continuous time-varying feedback (Coron, 1995), the system of interest
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is stabilizable by this mean. Such feedback that locally stabilizes the satellite with two
torques has been proposed in Morin et al. (1995) and an extension of it to the case of
non axial control torques has been proposed in Coron and Kerai (1996). Unfortunately, no
simulations were provided to appreciate the quality of the resulting closed-loop behaviours.
The robustness of such local laws against model uncertainties and/or disturbances has never
been tested.

More recently, a path generation based approach coupled with receding-horizon imple-
mentation (Alamir and Marchand, 1999) has been applied to the stabilization of the under-
actuated satellite (Marchand and Alamir, 1998). This approach is based on the repetitive
generation of trajectories that steer the state to the origin. However, the real-tirne irnple-
mentability of the approach is still questionable since a rather high complexity is associated
to the trajectories generation procedure. Moreover, simulations show high sensitivity to
truncation errors leading to rather nervous control.

To sum up, one must admit that the problem of the global stabilization of the under-
actuated satellite has still no entirely satisfactory solutions. While the present work may
not dramatically change this fact; it proposes however anew step towards a real globally
stabilizing implementable feedback.

The basic idea of the present work can be summarized by the following points: First, a
fast algorithm that generates an admissible attractive trajectory is proposed. An admissible
trajectory is a trajectory that can be exactly tracked by the nominal controlled system. The
trajectory so obtained is then tracked using adynamic state discontinuous feedback. The
feedback is piece-wise constant with a sampling time 8 that may be taken small since for a
given trajectory, the tracking feedback expression is analytically given.

During the tracking phase, an internal variable 11 > O is systematically computed that
indicates whether the trajectory being tracked is still relevant or not. This is done using a
sampling time Ts » 8. When 11 > 1Imax where 1Imax is a given threshold, the trajectory being
tracked is declared to be "out of order," anew reference trajectory is then computed and so
on.

It is worth noting that in the absence of disturbances and modelling errors, the initial
attractive trajectory remains relevant and the resulting closed loop evolution steers the state
to the origin. The use of the supervision parameter 77 enables the consequences of modelling
errors, sampling and external disturbances to be detected only when they really affect the
achievement of the final steering objective.

The paper is organized as follows: the system model is given in Section 2. The fast
path generation algorithm is proposed in Section 3 together with some numerical validation
results. Section 4 shows the integration of the path generator in a state feedback design while
Section 5 proposes simulations that validate the feedback control so obtained and test its
robustness with respect to several sources of modelling errors and/or external disturbances.

2. The under-actuated satellite: Mathematical model

Let (1) := «(1)1, W2, W3)T be the angular velocity in F s of a frame F s attached to the satellite
w.r.t some fixed frame F f .Let 4>, (j and 1/1 be the angles of rotation giving F s from F f .
With the above notations, the dynarnical equations describing the satellite in failure mode
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(no control on the third axis) are given by:

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

li>1 = Ul

liJ2 = U2

li>3 = a(J)l ~

<t> = (J)1 COS(} + W3 sin(}

() = «(J)1 sin (} -(J)3 COS (}) tan l/> + (J)2

t = -(COSl/»-l«(J)l sin(} -(J)3COS(})

The aim of this work is first to propose a fast algorithm that generates admissible trajectories
that go from some initial state Xo at instant 0 to a neighborhood of the final state x = 0 at
instant t f > 0; then the algorithln is used to obtain a state feedback control strategy that is
robust against modelling errors and external disturbances.

It is worth noting that the above equations degenerate when cos I/J = 0 or cos (J = 0. That
is the reason why the work proposed in this paper is concerned only with those situations
where solutions exist that avoid these singularities.1n the case of interest where stabilization
around the origin is considered, this implicit assumption is that initial states are not far from
the origin. However, it cannot be fairly deduced from this implicit assumption that the
resulting feedback law is of local nature.

3. A fast path generation algorithm

3.1. The principle

The algorithm is based on some straightforward manipulations of Eqs. (1)-(6). Extracting
(VI from (4) and (V2 from (5) as functions of I/>, <i>, f) and (j and injecting the resulting
expressions in (3) enables (3)-(6) to be replaced by the following set of equations:

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

2 gl(0)W3 + g2(t/J, 0)(J)3 + g3(t/J, t/J, 0, 0)(J)3 + g4(t/J, t/J, 0,0) = o

tb = (J)l COS 0 + (J)3 sin 0

() = «(J)l sin 0 -lV3 cosO) tan t/J + (J)2

tjr = -(COSt/J)-I«(J)1 sinO -lV3 cosO)

where the 9 i' S expressions are given in Appendix A.l.
A quick examination ofEqs. (7)-(10) shows that the set of all solutions of these equations

can be parameterized by the set of all possible trajectories on I/> and (} over which cos I/> #
0 # cos(}. Indeed, as soon as such trajectories I/>(.) and (}(.) are given, Eq. (7) gives (1)3(.)
by integration; having I/>( .), (}( .) and (1)3( .), Eqs. (8) and (9) gives (1)1 ( .), Wz( .) respectively
by algebraic computations while Eq. (10) gives 1/1( .) by integration.

Therefore, searching for a solution of (7)-(10) that starts at

0 . ( o o 0 .,1.0eO .1,0) T

X .= {1)1' {1)2' (1)3' ." , , 'I'
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and goes to x(t f ) = O amounts to search for two trajectories tf>ref( .) and (Jref( .) that satisfy

the following three sets of constraints:

I. The first concerns <l>ref ( .) and is given by

l/>ref(o) = xg;

l/>ref(t f ) = 0;

),ref (O) -xO COS XO + xO sin xO'1' -1 5 3 5

<t>ref(tj)=O

(11)

(12)

it clearly enables to guarantee respectively initial condition on <1>. initial condition on (J)1 .
final condition on <1> and final condition on (J)1.

2. The second set of constraints concerns (Jref( .) and is given by:

eref(o) = xg;

eref(t f) = 0;

(jref (O) - (XO sin xO -XO cas XO) tan xO + xO
-153 542

(jref(t f ) = 0

(13)

(14)

it clearly enables to guarantee respectively initial condition on e, initial condition on W2,
final condition on e and final condition on W2.

3. The final set of constraints undertakes the only remaining constraints to be satisfied,
namely the final conditions on W3 and 1/1. this can be written as follows:

./. ( t "0"./.",",O"A,ref (V' I. .V'O."'3..'..
W3(tf;0;w~;l/Jref(.), (}ref(.)) = 0; eref(.») = 0 (15)

where the l.h.s of in (15) are the solutions of (7) and (10) respectively at instant t f starting
from (J)~ and 1/1° at instant 0 when the evolution 4> = 4>ref and (} = (}ref are used on [0, t f ].

To sum up, Four independent constraints are to be imposed on each of <pref( .) and (Jref( .) and
2 coupled constraints are to be imposed on the pair «pref( .), (Jref( .)). This naturally suggests
the following parameterization of <pref and (Jref :

4>ref(t) := pt + pf(t/tf) + P~(t/tf)2 + P~(t/tf)3 + Pt(t/tf)4;

(Jref(t) := pg + pf(t /t f) + pg(t /t f y + p~(t /t f )3 + P:(t /t f )4;

tE[O,tf] (16)

t E [O,tf] (17)

and noting that the first two sets of constraints induce a system of linear equations in the un-
known parameters pt, ..., P: ' ..., pg, ..., P: enables to obtain only two free parameters,

for instance pf and p~ [see Appendix A.2 for details].
As a result, for given and fixedxo and t f ' the trajectories <t>ref( .) and (}ref( .) we are searching

for depend only on two free parameters pf and p~ and can then be denoted as follows by

<t>ref(t, pf) and (}ref(t, p~) respectively.
Now, using the above parameterization into (7) and (10), together with

{J)1 = [<t>ref(t, pf) -WJ sin(Jref(t, p~)]/COS(Jref(t, p~) [see (8)] (18)

clearly gives

dJ3 = f3((, (lJJ, pf, p~)'
.

( 4> 9
)1/1 = !6 t,WJ.P2'P2 19)
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Therefore, meeting the last set of constraints (15) amounts to find two parameters pf and
p~ such that the solution of the two differential Eq. (19) at instant t f satisfies (1J3(t f ) = 0
and 1/I(t f) = 0. Denoting by F3(pf, p~) and F6(pf, p~) the solution at instant t f of (19),
the path generation problem amounts to find a solution for the the following system of 2
implicit nonlinear equations in two unknowns:

F3(pf, p~) = 0; F6(pf, p~) = 0

3.2. Numerical implementation

Unfortunately, the existence of solutions to the above problems cannot be guaranteed,
therefore, the two parameters p~ ' p~ are chosen such that:

, ( "'II )) IIF3 P2' P2

,F6(pf, p~) 00

'+( A41 A(J) [ 28
11 ( A.ref ( 41) . P2'P2 =Arg mill -0/ ",P2

(p~ .P~) Jr2t f (}ref( ., p~) ,

where for all function f defined on [0, t f ] and all vector v E IRq

II v 1100 := max Iv,
i=l q

The use of (21) to determine pf and p~ can be understood in the light of the following
remarks

.First, searching for pf, p~ as the minimizer of some objective function enables the case
where exact solutions of the nonlinear Eq. (20) do not exist to be handled-

.The first additive term in (21), namely:

2E:

~2tf

plays a "regularizing" role that is especially interesting when the path generation algo-
rithm is integrated in a state feedback scheme (see Section 4 hereafter)-

.While playing a regularizing role, the additional term, by the particular associated weight
does not significantly change the value of the second term at the optimum provided that
E: is chosen sufficiently small. Indeed, since <pref(t), f)ref(t) E [ -]f /2, ]f /2], the first term
is clearly lower that E:. Therefore, if an exact solution exists for (20) the optimal value of
(21) is clearly lower than E: and hence, one obtains that

II(F3(~~ ' ~!)

)IIF6(P2'P2) 00
<E

«pref ( .

(}ref(_,
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The use of optimization subroutines to solve (21) is highly facilitated when explicit and
relevant bounds on the optimization variables are given. Using the constraints:

(jJref (t , pf) E] -7r /2, 7r /2[; (}ref(t, pg) E] -Jr 12, Jr 12[ for all t E [0, t f ]

bounds on pf and p~ can be explicitly given in the following fonn

p "' < p "' < p-"'

-2- 2- 2

p O < p O < p -O

-2- 2- 2

~e deriva~~on ~d the explicit expressions of the bounds E.~ ' p~ ' E.~ and p~ are given in

~~~" ]
+ IIF3(P~,p!)

)II ]F6(P2' P2) 00

(24)

2e IlifJref(., p~) ;;2t/ oref(., pfl) I( ~.P ~(}) ArP2' P2 = 9 miD
, ~ 9) [ ~ -~] [ 9 -9 ),P2..P2 e !!.:l'P2 x ~,P2

Validation and discussion

To solve the optimization problem (24), two kinds of subroutines were tested

A gradient-based subroutines (The IMSL subroutines DBCONF and DBCONO). These sub-
routines use finite-difference or analytic gradient in order to iteratively decrease the value
of the cost function in (24). Finite difference computation of the gradient is quite sensitive
to truncation errors since the cost function in (24) is computed by the integration of the
ODE 's ( 19). This integration is necessarily done with finite precision while the numerical
computation of the gradient needs precise computation of the cost function' s variations
for close candidate values of the decision variables.
The computation of the exact value of the gradient needs the integration of on [0, i f ] of
the following differential system

~

)i!p2

~

i!P2

( ~ 8a13

(;=~

8~

!!h ) (~ 01/1
G opf

+

!!/2. ~

01/1 OP2

G(O) = 02x2

and this may be cumbersome in real-time context.
.A free-gradient subroutine (The IMSL subroutines DBCPOL). This subroutine uses only the

cost function evaluation and no gradient computation is involved. Furthermore, this sub-
routine is particularly suitable for low-dimension optimization on hyper-cubes. Moreover,
it is particularly robust w.r.t the existence of local minima.

The numerical experiments showed that the free-gradient subroutine outperforms the gradi-
ent based subroutines in terms of both execution-time and success. To understand this fact,

the Appendix A.3.
Therefore, the optimization problem is rewritten as follows:
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9

p~
:I)

--

~
~

~
'-10
~p2 ~

:t

plot of In(O.Ol+ J)

Figure 1 Plot of the cost function for the initial configuration of test 2 (see Table I)

a typical view of the cost function variations vs (pf, p~) E [!!.f, pf] x [!!.~, p~] is plotted
on figure 1. From this view, the following two facts may be underlined

.several minimal valleys may be observed. This makes the results of gradient-based sub-
routines very sensitive to initial guess.

.Outside these valleys, the form of the cost function surface presents descent direction
"parallel to the minimum valleys" that may steer the decision variable of a gradient -based
subroutine to the boundary of the admissible domain and far from the optimal value.

This may explain the high rate of failure encountered with the gradient-based subroutines.
It goes without saying that such subroutines may still be used provided that multiple-initial
guesses are systematically tested. However, this may increase the computation-time.

Based on the discussion above, the results of the free-gradient subroutine are presented
hereafter. Implementation is done on a PC-PENTIUM III (600 MHz). The subroutine DIVPRK
has been used to perform the numerical integration of the differential system (19) necessary
to define the cost function in (24). The minimization of (24) has been performed using the
subroutine DBCPOL in the call of which the bounds P.~ ' pt, P.~ and p~ defined above have
been used.

Table 1 shows the results obtained with different initial states Xo. The optimal p"' and pO
are shown together with the optimal value of the second term in (24) and the execution time
needed.

The attractive trajectories corresponding to the first test are depicted on figure 2 while
figure 3 shows the associated open-loop controls.
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Table 1. Some test results with different initial conditions. The optimal value is the value of the second term in
(24) at the optimal solution. Stopping criteria for DBCPOL is set to 10-3 while maximal number of function's
evaluation is set to 500. t f = 4 seconds.

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4

Xo

."'
p

-8
p

6 x 10-4

0.017 (8)

5 x 10-4

0.022 (8)

1.2 x 10-3

0.025 (8)

10-4

0.017 (s)

Optimal value

Execution time

4. A state feedback design

In this section the fast path generation algorithm developed in Section 3 is used in a state
feedback stabilizing scheme. For suppose that at instant tk, an admissible path is generated
that is defined over [tk, tk + t f ] by the parameters p"' , pI] E IR5, that is

<t>reit) := pt + pf«t -tk)/t f ) + p~«t -tk)/t f )2 + pf«t -tk)/t f )3

+pf«t -tk)/tf)4

(Jreit) := pg + p~«t -tk)/t f ) + p~«t -tV/t f )2 + p~«t -tV/t f )3

+P~«t -tV/tf)4

therefore, if an auxiliary variable I; is defined as follows

(26)~(tv = 0s=-;
ti

then, the reference b"ajectories </Jref( .) and eref( .) can be defined as functions of the auxiliary

variable 1; as long as 1; :::; I, that is,

</Jref(l;) := pt + pf(l;) + p~(I;Y + pf(I;)3 + p:(1;)4; 1; E [0, 1] (27)

eref(l;) := pg + pf(l;) + p~(1;)2 + p~(1;)3 + p:(1;)4; 1; E [0, I] (28)
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Velocities (U)1,U)2,U)3) (rad/s)

Figure 2. Attractive trajectories correspondingto test 1 of Table I.

Control profiles

Figure 3. Control profiles for test 1 of Table 1

Since these reference trajectories are to be tracked using Q)l and Cl>2 as virtual controls, (27)

and (28) can be transfonned into references on Q)l and Cl>2. Indeed, simple computations give

Q)ff(S, x, p"', pO) := [ti>ref + A.",(4>ref -4» -W3 sin(J]/cos(J (29)

Q)~f(S, x, p"' , pO) := (}ref + A.O«(Jref -(J) -(Q)l s~(J -W3 cos(J) tan4> (30)
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with A.", > 0 and A.IJ > 0 some positive feats. In order to track the reference trajectories
(29)-(30) over [tk, tk + t f ] using a piece-wise constant control, the following discrete state
feedback law may be used:

-I) -Wff(j -2) ]Ul(j) := i[(l -.Ul)(W~f(j) -Wl(j») + Wjref,

U2(j) := ~[(1 -JL2)(W~f(j) -W2(j)) + W~f(j -1) -W~f(j -2)]

where J.l,1, J.l,2 e]O, 1[ and where the following straightforward abbreviations have been
used:

[see (29) and (30)]wff(j) = wff(S(tk + j8), X(tk + j8), p"' , pO) i =

Wi(j) = Wi(tk + j8); i = 1,2

Ui(j) = Ui(tk + j8); i = 1,2

where 8 > O is some small sampling period.
Now, due to perturbations, uncertainties and to the sampling nature of the feedback law,

it can become meaningless to continue the tracking of the reference trajectories ljJref and (}ref
computed at instant tk since these trajectories are open loop trajectories that are computed
based on the nominal system model. As a result, it is important to have an internal state
'7(t) enabling the relevance of the reference trajectories ljJref and (}ref to be systematically
evaluated. This enables tracking to be stopped, anew references to be computed when
necessary, that is, at some instant tk+l E]tk, tk + ti[ at which '7(tk+l) is greater that some
threshold '7max .

A natural "indicator" on the relevance of the present parameterization prp , pe is the norm
of the state that would be obtained at instant tk + t i if the reference trajectories wff and
w2f are perfectly tracked. More precisely, consider the following autonomous differential

system:

.ref ref.
{J)3 = a{J)1 {J)2 , ti> = wff cos (} + WJ sin (}; (33)~=

tf

0 = ( wff sin e -W3 cos e) tan 4> + W~f ;

~ = -(Cos4»-l(wffsine -W3COSe)

where wff( .) and w2f( .) are given by (29) and (30) (in which wi is replaced by wff) respec-
tively and therefore depending on (WJ, r/J, (}), ~ and (p"' , p9). Now denote by S(tl; xo; ~o; to;
p"' , p9) the solution at instant tl of the differential system (33) and 34 starting at (Xo, ~o) at
instant to. Denote by n1 S(tl ; Xo; ~o; to; p"' , p9) the first four components of S(tl ; Xo; ~o; to;
p"' , p9). It is then clear from the above discussion that the indicator we are searching for
may be defined as follows:

,,(1) = IlnjS([l s(t)]t I; x(t); S(t); 0; pf/J , p9)lloo
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Indeed, since ~(t) := (t -tk)/t I' the quantity [1- ~(t)]t I is nothing but the remaining time
between the end of the interval [tk, tk + t I] and the present instant t and since the system
(33) and (34) is autonomous, one can begins the integration at instant O and use as initial
values (x(t), ~(t))o

In more intuitive terms, 1J(t) represents the 11.1100 norm of the final state that would be
obtained at instant tk + t I under the feedback law if the nominal system' s model is exact and
the tracking is perfectly performed and this starting from the initial condition (t, x(t), ~(t))
where t E [tk, tk + t I ]0 This suggests the following rule:

(36)1/(tk+l) ~ 1/max => update (S, p"' , p9) at tk+l E]tk, tk + t f[

where TJrnax > O is some threshold to be carefully chosen. The updating expression are

clearly given by:

(37)

(38)

S(tk+l) = 0

(p"' , pIJ) solution of the path-generation problem at X(tk+l)

Finally, since the whole argumentation given above holds only for ~ ~ I, the updating rule
(36) is to be slightly modified in order to engage an updating when ~ = I, namely:

{[17(tk+l) ?: 17max] or [~(tk+l~ ?: I]} =} update (~ , ptP , p(!) by (37) and (38) (39)

5. Validation of the proposed feedback control law

In this section, simulations with the feedback law proposed in the preceding section are
realized. In order to test the robustness of the feedback law, uncertainties and external
disturbances have been introduced simulating differences between a "rear' behaviour and
the one used to design the feedback law. The perturbed uncertain model is given by:

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

Wl = (1 +d1)Ul

W2 = (1 + d2)U2

W3 = (1 + d3)a(J)lW2

4> = (J)1 COS (J + W3 sin (J

(J = «(J)1 sin (J -W3 cos (J) tan <f> + W2 + ~

~ = -(COS<f»-I«(J)1 sin(J -W3COS(J)

namely, relative uncertainties are introduced on the actuators (through dl and d2) and on
the inertia parameter a (through d3) while external disturbance is introduced that affects the
dynamic of (J.

The following scenarios are considered where d := [dl. d2, d3. d4]T :

1. Scenario 1: d = [0,0,0, o]T .(Nominal behaviour)
2. Scenario 2: d = [0.1, -0.1, 0, o]T. (Uncertainties on actuators)
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3. Scenario 3: d = [0,0, -0.2, o]T. (Uncertainty on model's parameter a)
4. Scenario 4: d = [0,0,0, 0.4sin(~)]T .(External time varying disturbances)

5. Scenario 5: d = [0.1, --:0.1, -0.2,0.4 sin(~)]T .(All above disturbances coupled)

The same controller parameters were used, namely:

8 = 0.01; Ts = .0; 8 = 0.01; TJrnax = 0.01; ti = 4

The simulations corresponding to scenarios 1-5 are shown on figures 4-8 respectively.
These simulations show a very good robustness against several sources of non negligible
uncertainties and disturbances. Note also the essentially discontinuous nature of the control
profile which may partially explain its success in stabilizing this system that does not meet
the Brokett's conditions.

It is also worth noting that the 1]-sampling time (T s = I in the simulations) is sufficiently
high in comparison with the execution time of the open loop computations (see Table I) to
consider the whole feedback control scheme as real-time irnplementable.

(1/>,8,'P)

((.11, L&i2,(.IS)

(Ul,U2,1])

20

Figure 4. Simulation of Scenario 1 (Nominal situation).

("'1,1.12,"'3)

(ttl, tt2, 7/)

20 30

Figure 5. Simulation of Scenario 2 (Uncertainties on actuators).
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(~,8.!/J)

(VJ1.c.I2,VJ3)

(Ul,U2,7/)

20 30

Figure 6. Simulation of Scenario 3 (Uncertainty on model's parameter a).

0.'

0.

0'

-6,

0'

,

-0'

-0..

-'"0.'

(ifJ.8,"')

(CAI1,"'2, CAI3)

20 ..0

(UuU2,1J)

20 30

Figure 7. Simulation of Scenario 4 (External disturbances).

(t/>.8. 1/J)

«(ol1o~,(ol3)

(Ul,U2,1/)

Figure 8. Simulation of Scenario 5 (All uncertainties and disturbances together).

Conclusion6.

The problem of globally stabilizing the under-actuated satellite is and will probably remain
a major challenge for the nonlinear stabilization community. In this paper, a new practical
approach is proposed. No theoretical results have been derived. The proposed approach is
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intuitively comprehensive and the numerical tests performed show efficiency and good ro-
bustness behavior against several types of coupled non negligible uncertainties and external
disturbances.

An interesting further development is the use of such approach to obtain constrained
stabilisation in the presence of saturated actuators. This seems possible to obtain since the
feedback is based on open loop path generation step at which constraints may be explicitly
handled under certain conditions by using the degree of freedom that remains on the horizon

length ti.

Appendix A

A.l Expressions of the g;'sfunctions

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

gl «(J) := COS2 (J

.g2«(J , 4> ) := a sin (J tan 4>

g3«(J, iJ ,4>, q;) := a( -q; tan 4> + iJ cos (J sin (J -q; tan 4> sin2 (J)

g4«(J, iJ, 4>, q;) := a( -iJq; COS (J + q;2 tan4> sin (J)

Using the linear constraints ( 11H 14) to obtain 2 free parameters (pt, p~)A.2.

(50)

(51)

Using the first two sets of constraints defined above:

~ 0. ~ ( 0 0 0 .0
)Po = x4' Pl = xl cosx5 +x3 smx5 tf

9 0. 9 ( 0 .0 0 0) 0
Po = x5' Pl = xl smx5 -x3 cosx5 tf tanx4

and

4> 4> 4> 4> 4> - 0" 4> 2 4> 3 4> 4 4> - 0Po + Pl + P2 + P3 + P4 -, Pl + P2 + P3 + P4 -
8 8 8 8 8 0" 8 2 8 3 8 4 8_ 0Po + Pl + P2 + P3 + P4 = , Pl + P2 + P3 + P4 -

and the parameterization become function of the only pf and pg, namely

(52)

(53)

"' -0. 9 -0
Po -X4' PO -X5

I/J ( 0 0 0 .0 ) .9 ( 0 .0 0 0 ) 0
PI = XICOSx5+x3smx5 tf, PI = xismx5-x3cOSX5 tftanX4

pf = -(4p~ + 3pf + 2pf); p; = -(4pg + 3pf + 2p~)

I/J 3 I/J 2 I/J I/J. 9 3 9 2 9 9
P4 = Po + PI + P2' P4 = Po + PI + P2

Derivation of the bounds on pf and p~A.3.

Let us suppose that instead of using the coefficients of the polynomials in (16) and (17),
one use the values of cpre! and ere! at the successive instants

< tN < t f0 < 11 < 12 <
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and since aj 's are all positive, bounds on pf can be derived

.miD [ L ?Iax.<1>/1=1,...,N I a,

cl -4>
P2

An identical development leads to

-6
P7~

with a straightforward definitions for L miD,(! and L max,(!
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